
Sociophysiological

Littlejohn & foss (8th ed.)
Chapter 6 - The Conversation 

Sociocultural

Uncertaintly
Management Adaptation Meaning in 

interaction Culture

Uncertainty
reduction theory (URT)

Berger p.144

Predictive uncertainty

Strategies

Explanatory uncertainty

Anxiety uncertainty
 management

Gudykunst p. 144

high / low context
cultures

Uncertainty
threshold

Passive

Active

Interactive

Reactive
searching

disinhibition

interrogation

self disclosure
p. 146

Applications 
to medicine /health?

Adaptation

Accommodation
theory

Howard Giles p. 147
- cinvergence
- divergence

- Stereotyping p.148

 doctor / patient
nurse / patient

implications

Interaction adaption
theory
p. 148

Requirements
Expectations

Desires
RED

Expectancy violations
theory p. 149

conformance = good
violations = bad

(i.e. eye contact p. 151)

Interpersonal deception
theory p. 152

-leakage
- level of interactivity (immediacy)

Truth / lie bias

Uncertaintly
Management

Symbolic Interactionism
Chicago school (Qualitative)

Mead / Blumer

make decisions
based on subjective feelings 

of situations

Interactions 
rather than processes

understanding by
symbols / language 

within groups

world= social objects
socially determined meanings one's self 

is important
and defined through 

social interaction

"it is the social process in group life that 
creates and upholds the rules, not the rules

that creates  and uphold group life"
p.155 quoting Blumer

Society

self mind
The mind is not a thing 

but a process.  It si nopthing more than 
interacting with yourself. p.156

me

'I'
How people come together, 

or converge on meaning p. 157

symbolic convergence
theory

( Fantasy Theme Analysis)
Bormann

individuals reality=
guided stories of how things should be

characters
plot lines
scenes

sanctioning agent 
(e.g. moral purpose)

p157

rhetorical vision

shared consciousness
consciousness raising/sustaining

deep structure
(analogues)

righteous

social

pragmatic

irony 7th ed. p157
also 8th ed p. 165 

Conversation analysis
p. 158Argument

p. 165

Ganes
p. 164

Face negotiation
theory p. 167

Sequencing:
Adjacency pair

Rules validity / reason
p. 163

Ethnomethodology
p. 159

Grice's co-operation 
maxins p. 160

McCornack
Deception Information manipulation 

theory p. 160

quality

quantity

relevancy

manner

Cybernetic

Coordinated Management of meaning 
p. 170

Critical

Culture
Fern Johnson

p. 174

Invitational Rhetoric
p. 175 Applications 

to medicine /health?

What are the elements / conditions for it to occur?

Self image management
in front of others

cultural issues
individualism/collectivism
power etc.


